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November 11th 2011:EFFICIENCY - focused discipline to
achieve more

LISTEN LIVE
It is amazing how much more we can achieve when we become
more efficient. A key characteristic of very successful people is that
they have learned to do well some of the things that less
successful people just don't like doing. Efficiency is one of those
things. By improving our efficiency and giving it focus with the help
of self discipline and proven techniques we can achieve so much
more. As someone who is always working on turning personal
chaos into order meeting the guest on this show Mike Pagan was
a turning point. Mike is one of Europe's leading speakers and
authors on efficiency and p
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Featured Guest
Mike Pagan
Mike is a professional inspirational and motivational MC and conference speaker. He
is also a facilitator and Managing Director of 'Breaking Frontiers Ltd'. Mike talks on key
business issues such as productivity,, Measuring Marketing Effectiveness and Clients
are for Life not just for Profit. As one of Europe’s leading motivational speakers Mike
delivers keynote speeches that are dynamic and inspiring - his keynote ‘Stop Faffing
About’ inspired his first book 'FAFF' 'The False Art of Feeling Fulfilled'. Mike lives in
Warwickshire, England after several years living in Australia and is married with three
children.
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